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Confinement-Shear Lattice Model for Concrete Damage
in Tension and Compression: I. Theory

Gianluca Cusatis1; Zdeněk P. Bažant, F.ASCE2; and Luigi Cedolin, M.ASCE3

Abstract: The mechanical behavior of the mesostructure of concrete is simulated by a three-dimensional lattice connecting the ce
of aggregate particles. The model can describe not only tensile cracking and continuous fracture but also the nonlinear uniaxial, b
and triaxial response in compression, including the postpeak softening and strain localization. The particle centers representing the
nodes are generated randomly, according to the given grain size distribution, and Delaunay triangulation is used to determine the
connections and their effective cross-section areas. The deformations are characterized by the displacement and rotation vectors
centers of the particles~lattice nodes!. The lattice struts connecting the particles transmit not only axial forces but also shear forces, w
the shear stiffness exhibiting friction and cohesion. The connection stiffness in tension and shear also depends on the transversal co
stress. The transmission of shear forces between particles is effected without postulating any flexural resistance of the struts. The
transmission and the confinement sensitivity of lattice connections are the most distinctive features greatly enhancing the mod
capability. The interfacial transition zone of the matrix~cement mortar or paste! is assumed to act approximately in series coupling with
the bulk of the matrix. The formulation of a numerical algorithm, verification by test data, and parameter calibration are postponed fo
subsequent companion paper.
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Introduction

Discrete microstructural models for concrete, such as random
tice models or random particle models, have established the
selves as a powerful and realistic alternative to the nonlocal c
tinuum models for softening damage and fracturing. Bo
alternatives possess a material characteristic length, automatic
exhibit the size effect and macroscopically nonlocal behavior, a
eliminate problems with spurious mesh sensitivity plaguing t
local continuum models. Compared to the nonlocal continuu
models, the random particle or lattice models have several adv
tages:~1! various microstructural features, such as the aggreg
size distribution, as well as the stress and strain field in the m
crostructure, can be directly simulated;~2! diverse oriented and
localized phenomena, such as frictional slip or opening of a m
crocrack between two aggregate pieces, can be captured~approxi-
mately, of course!; and ~3! the randomness of the microstructur
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essentially eliminates a global directional bias in fracture propa-
gation direction. This comes at the cost of greatly increased com
putational work, which still precludes simulation of even moder-
ately large structures or large laboratory specimens, especially
since a realistic lattice model must be three-dimensional.

The existing lattice models~e.g., Bazˇant et al. 1990; Schlan-
gen and van Mier 1992; Schlangen 1993; van Mier et al. 1994;
Jirásek and Bazˇant 1995a,b; Schlangen 1995! can simulate tensile
cracking and mode I fracture propagation quite well. However, if
they are calibrated to correctly predict tensile cracking, they over-
predict the uniaxial compressive strength, typically, by an order of
magnitude, and incorrectly indicate a snapback instead of gradua
softening with a finite negative slope. Furthermore, these models
yield incorrect failure envelopes for triaxial compressive stress
states. For hydrostatic compression and uniaxial compressive
strain, these models predict a finite strength limit although no
strength limit exists in reality. The fact that these models have so
far been mostly two-dimensional, rather than three-dimensional,
is only one of the causes of these problems. Generally, the simu
lation of strength limits and postpeak response in compression is
beyond the reach of these classical lattice models.

To overcome all these limitations is the objective of this study.
To this end, the following innovative features are introduced:

1. The lattice struts connecting adjacent particles transmit not
only axial forces~tension or compression! but also shear
forces.

2. The tensile and shear behaviors of the connecting struts ar
sensitive to the lateral confining pressure in directions or-
thogonal to the strut.

3. The shear response of the lattice struts exhibits friction and
cohesion.

Regarding item 1, it should be noted that shear transmission is
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also obtained in the lattice model of van Mier et al.~1994!, but at
the cost of treating the lattice struts as beams undergoing flexu
This is an unrealistic artifact. The bending of beams is not cha
acteristic of the physical phenomena in the microstructure.

To achieve shear transmission of the connecting struts~item
1!, rotations and nodal displacements transversal to the strut a
associated with rigid particles simulating the aggregate pieces~in
a manner similar to Zubelewicz and Bazˇant 1987!, and these ro-
tations and displacements are then used to calculate the rela
shear displacements in the contact zones between particles.

The calculation of the confining pressure on the connectin
struts exploits an analogy with the microplane model, and so do
the formulation of the constitutive relation of the strut.

In this paper, only the theoretical formulation will be devel-
oped. The subsequent companion paper~Cusatis et al. 2003! will
deal with the numerical algorithm and calibration by test data.

Background of Previous Studies

The microstructure of concrete—or, in material science termino
ogy, the mesostructure~the term microstructure being reserved for
the scale of cement paste and the finest aggregates!—was numeri-
cally simulated in the pioneering studies of Roelfstra et a
~1985!, Wittmann et al.~1988!, and Roelfstra~1988!, who devel-
oped a model callednumerical concretein which the mortar, the
aggregates, and the interface between them are described
many elements much smaller than the aggregate pieces. Sim
models were proposed by Lopez et al.~2000!. The mesostructure
is reproduced by continuum elastic elements, which subdivide t
matrix and the aggregate pieces and are connected by nonlin
interface elements~Bažant and Cedolin 1991!. These elements
represent potential crack lines, and the assumed constitutive l
is then a mixed-mode generalization of the cohesive crack mod
~or Hillerborg’s fictitious crack model!. Such models, however,
still adhere to the classical continuum discretization philosoph
lead to an extremely high number of unknowns, and cannot rea
istically capture compression behavior.

A computationally less demanding approach is to replace th
continuum a priori by a system of discrete elements intended
represent the major aggregate pieces in concrete and their in
actions. This can be done by rigid particles, as in the discre
element method~DEM! and the rigid-body spring model
~RBSM!, or by two-node structural elements such as beam el
ments, bar elements or, in general, one-dimensional finite e
ments ~lattice models!. In this case, the displacements are no
smoothly represented but are defined only at particle centers or
lattice nodes.

Particle models in the form of the DEM were first developed
to describe the behavior of particulate materials by the interactio
of rigid particles in contact. Such models were first formulated fo
geomaterials. Cundall~1971!, Serrano and Rodriguez-Ortiz
~1973!, Rodriguez-Ortiz~1974!, Cundall~1978!, and Cundall and
Strack~1979! proposed rigid particle models interacting only by
friction, to simulate the behavior of granular materials such a
sand. Zubelewicz~1980!, Zubelewicz ~1983!, Zubelewicz and
Mróz ~1983!, Plesha and Aifantis~1983!, and Zubelewicz and
Bažant ~1987! studied fracture growth in geomaterials by using
particle models with nonzero interfacial tensile strength. In thi
type of models, the particle interaction law is very simple sinc
the overall behavior is controlled mainly by kinematic restriction
of the particle system~e.g., the grain interlock!.

The RBSM ~Kawai 1978! has similar features. It subdivides
the material domain into rigid elements interconnected by zer
1440 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER
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size springs placed along their common boundary segmen
Bolander and Saito~1998!, Bolander et al.~1999!, and Bolander
et al. ~2000! introduced refinements of this model to simulate
concrete fracture, obtaining the subdivision by means of Voron
tesselation.

Realistic though the kinematics of the simulations of all thes
models may appear, the quantitative stress–strain~averaged! re-
sponse is not close enough to the actual behavior of the mater
One reason for this shortcoming is that most of these models a
two-dimensional, and then the three-dimensional effects are ine
tably neglected.

As far as lattice models are concerned, two different ap
proaches can be found in the literature. The classical one, whi
has its root in the pioneering work of Hrennikoff~1941!, replaces
the actual material by a truss or frame whose geometry is n
related to the actual internal geometry of the material. The el
ment size is chosen by the user and the heterogeneity of t
material is taken into account by assigning different properties
the lattice elements according to the real material structure.

Schlangen and van Mier~1992!, Schlangen~1993!, van Mier
et al. ~1994!, and Schlangen~1995! developed this kind of lattice
model to analyze concrete fracture@also van Mier et al.~2002!
and Arlsan et al.~2002!#. This model is two-dimensional. Each
element of the lattice is a beam element with three degrees
freedom per node. The constitutive relation of each beam
linearly elastic and failure is obtained by removing at each ste
the elements in which the maximum stress exceeds a cert
threshold.

The originally proposed lattice configuration was regular, bu
later Jirásek and Bazˇant ~1995a,b! and Schlangen~1995! have
demonstrated that a regular lattice always impresses a strong b
on the direction of fracture propagation, and that such a bias f
the overall crack propagation direction can be avoided only b
using a random lattice configuration.

A serious question arises about the dependence of the respo
on the lattice spacing. Schlangen~1995! has shown that while the
crack pattern is not strongly affected by the size of the beam
the load-displacement response is affected in much the sa
way as the effect of mesh refinement in local strain-softenin
models—the finer the lattice, the smaller the inelastic displac
ment and the dissipated energy.

In contrast to the lattice models in which the nodal spacing
a free user’s parameter, one can formulate lattice models in whi
the element size is not a free parameter but is determined by
actual material mesostructure. In these models, the position of t
lattice nodes coincides with the centers of aggregates or gra
and the geometry of each element reflects the actual inter-elem
connection. Bazˇant et al.~1990! formulated this type of lattice
model as a pinjointed truss. A more refined model is that o
Zubelewicz and Bazˇant ~1987! in which also the shear interaction
is considered. Using this approach and assuming a softening
havior for each link, one can obtain a very realistic and objectiv
numerical model, albeit limited to tensile fracture problems.

Configuration and Topology of Random Particle
System

The model must simulate the mesostructure of concrete. In p
ticular, the particle distribution must meet the required granulom
etric distribution of the aggregates of various sizes, as determin
by the mix design of concrete. The cement content per unit vo
2003
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umec (kg/m3), the aggregate content per unit volumea (kg/m3)
and the sieve curve are the input data.

For a given specimen, with volumeV, the total mass of ag
gregates isMa5aV. The number of aggregate pieces of ea
characteristic sizeDi is Ni

a5c iMa /(rav i) for i 51,...,N where
v i5pDi

3/65volume of one aggregate piece approximated a
sphere;c i5ratio between the mass of aggregates that have c
acteristic dimensionDi and the total mass of aggregat
ra5mass density of aggregates, andN5number of characteristi
sizes chosen to describe the aggregate distribution. The
density of aggregates, when unknown, can be computed
water–cement ratiow/c and mass density of cementrc . The
volume fractions of cement and water are, respectivelyVc

5c/rc and Vw5w/rw , where w is the specific water conten
~kg/m3!. The mass density of water,rw , is equal to 1,000 kg/m3.
The mass density of cement,rc , depends slightly on the type o
cement and for ordinary Portland cementrc'3,150 kg/m3. The
specific volume of aggregates is thenVa512Vc2Vw , which
givesra5a/Va . In addition, the volume fractionVe of entrapped
or entrained air, if significant, may have to be included in
equation as well.

Since the consideration of extremely small aggregates w
result in a prohibitive computational time, aggregates smaller
a certain limit are omitted. Therefore, any physical phenom
occurring on a smaller scale must be described at the level o
constitutive relation for the interparticle links~connecting struts!.

An important aspect of the mesostructure is the randomne
the distribution of aggregate particles. This is generally a com
problem for which sophisticated mathematical theories exis
the literature. In concrete, the aggregate particles are not in
tact, and that makes the problem simpler. A straightforward
cedure for generating a random particle system~Bažant et al.
1990! may then be used.

A uniform probability distribution for the position of each a
gregate particle in the specimen is assumed. Applying a ran
number generator from a standard computer library, one gene
the coordinate triplets defining the positions of the aggregate
ters. For each new generated position, it is necessary to che
possible overlaps of the new aggregate particle, with the p
ously placed particles, and with the boundaries of the specim

If an overlap occurs the particle is rejected and a new se
coordinates is generated. The placement process must star
the largest aggregates. After the last aggregate piece of the la
sizeD1 has been placed, the aggregate pieces of the next sm
sizeD2 are placed, etc., until the last aggregate piece of the sm
est size has been placed~Bažant et al. 1990!.

To define the aggregate particle interactions, Zubelewicz
Bažant ~1987! and Bazˇant et al.~1990! introduced the concept o
influence zone of a particle. Each particle, idealized as a sphe
diameterDi , is assumed to be surrounded by a spherical in
ence zone with diameterzDi wherez is an empirical coefficient
z.1. The particles are assumed to interact only if their influe
zones overlap. This approach is very efficient and it can be im
mented without any difficulty. Nevertheless, as observed in
study, not all the aggregate particles will be properly connec
For example, it can happen that too many small aggregates
to the boundaries remain unconnected and the large aggre
are over-connected. Thus, the influence zone concept leads
particle system whose connections have a more heteroge
topology than they should.

In this work, therefore, the interaction of particles is based
Delaunay triangulation, which gives a more realistic topology
connections in the mesostructure, and also leads to a more
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sonable distribution of the volume and mass~and stiffness! of
mortar among the particle connections. The points describing th
positions of the aggregates~obtained according to the aforemen-
tioned method of Bazˇant et al. 1990! serve as the input for the
triangulation which gives as the output three-dimensional tetrah
dra having the given center points as the vertices and filling a
the volume of the specimen. Each ridge of each Delaunay tetr
hedron represents a connecting strut between two aggregates,
each strut represents such a ridge.

The cross-sectional area of each connecting strut must be co
puted so as to preserve the local distribution of the volume. Th
Delaunay triangulation yields the volume of each tetrahedro
which is then distributed among the ridges of that tetrahedro
proportionally to their lengths. IfVk andpk, respectively, denote
the volume and the sum of the lengths of all the ridges of th
generic tetrahedronk (k51,...,M ) adjacent to the currently con-
sidered connecting strut of lengthl, then the contribution of that
tetrahedron to the volume of the strut isQk5Vkl /pk. The total
volume of a generic connecting strut is the sum of the contribu
tions of all the adjacent tetrahedra whose number is denoted
M. So, the cross-sectional area of the strut isA5((kQ

k)/ l
5((kV

kl /pk)/ l 5(kV
k/pk, wherek51,...,M .

The aggregates are embedded in the matrix of mortar~if the
fine aggregates are disregarded! or cement paste~if not!. For the
sake of simplicity, all the shear deformations of the contact zon
of mortar between the particles are considered~similar to

Fig. 1. ~a! Interfacial transition zone and~b! geometrical description
of the interaction
L OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER 2003 / 1441
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Zubelewicz and Bazˇant 1987! to be lumped into the middle of th
contact zone, imagined as the relative displacements betw
points 3 and 4 in Fig. 1~b!, located at distancesl 1 andl 2 from the
particle centers~lattice nodes!; l 11 l 25 l , and lengthsl 1 and l 2

are assumed to be proportional to the characteristic sizesDi of the
connected aggregates:l 15c1l , l 25c2l , c15D1 /(D11D2), c2

5D2 /(D11D2), and l5distance between the aggregate cent
In this way, each particle is assigned its own random irreg
shape. This property is found to be important for a realistic r
resentation of the kinematics of concrete mesostructure, and
pecially for avoiding excessive rotations of particles, which ha
pered simulation when regularly shaped particles systems w
used~Ting et al. 1995!.

On the mesoscale, as is now well understood, the cement
tar ~or hardened cement paste! cannot be considered as a hom
geneous continuum. Rather, one must recognize that each a
gate particle is surrounded by an interfacial transition zone~ITZ!,
the properties of which are different from the bulk of mortar. T
layer has a certain characteristic thicknessd I independent of the
particle size. Depending on the compactness of aggregate
ing, this layer can occupy different volume fractions of mor
volume. Discretization of the ITZ and of the bulk of mortar o
viously does not belong to a mesostructural model and is any
not computationally feasible since it would increase the num
of unknowns by at least three orders of magnitude. So, the in
action of the ITZ with the bulk of mortar must be taken in
account in a simplified way, and the following hypothesis is
troduced for this purpose. The ITZ and the bulk of mortar inter
as two elements coupled inserieswhich are in turn coupled in
series to the strut portions representing the aggregate part
see Fig. 1~a!. Another simple hypothesis could be a coupling
parallel, but looking at Fig. 1~a! one must immediately recogniz
it as unrealistic. Summing the compliances of the eleme
coupled in series, one obtains a single overall compliance of
portion of the strut representing the mortar as a whole, i.e.,
composite of the ITZ and the bulk. This justifies a combin
mechanical treatment of the mortar portions in and outside
ITZ.

Axial and Shear Deformation of Connecting Strut

The contact layer of mortar or cement paste matrix between
adjacent aggregate particles can transmit both normal and s
stresses, and so we must consider the interaction of these str
We introduce two kinematic assumptions:

Fig. 2. Current configuration of a connecting strut
1442 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER
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1. The axial velocityu̇ is linearly distributed between the par-
ticle centers@i.e., the strain along the connecting strut 12
~Fig. 2! remains uniform#; and

2. The transversal velocitiesv̇, ẇ at the point of contact be-
tween two particles are the effect of a rigid-body motion
determined by the displacements and angular velocities a
center point 1 for side 13, and at center point 2 for side 24.

According to these two assumptions and the sign conventions
in Fig. 2, the transversal velocities at points 3 and 4 arev̇35 v̇1

1l1q̇1, ẇ35ẇ12 l 1ẇ1 , v̇45 v̇22 l 2q̇2 , and ẇ45ẇ21 l 2ẇ2 . Be-
cause of assumption 1, the rate of axial strain is«̇N5(u̇2

2u̇1)/ l . The shear deformation is characterized by the relative
displacements between points 3 and 4, which cause shear strain
«̇M and «̇L in directionsM andL. It will be convenient to use in
the constitutive equations the shear strains«̇M5( v̇42 v̇3)/ l
5( v̇22 v̇12 l 2q̇22 l 1q̇1)/ l and «̇L5(ẇ42ẇ3)/ l 5(ẇ22ẇ1

1 l 2ẇ21 l 1ẇ1)/ l imagined to be uniformly distributed along the
line connecting the particle centers. It might seem more realistic
to use«̇M5( v̇42 v̇3)/ l m and «̇L5(ẇ42ẇ3)/ l m , wherel m is the
width of the contact region between the grains. However, the
change froml to l m is equivalent to changing constitutive param-
eters by a constant factor, which makes no difference.

To formulate the constitutive law, it is useful to define the
following three measures of strain:

«T5A«M
2 1«L

2, «5A«N
2 1a«T

2, tanv5
«N

Aa«T

(1)

where «T5total shear strain. The strain«, called theeffective
strain, is similar to the strain measure used in the interface ele-
ment model of Camacho and Ortiz~1996! ~also used by Pandolfi
et al. 1999!; it gives a global measure of the material straining.
The strainv, a new concept introduced in this study, characterizes
the degree of coupling between the normal and shear strains an
may be called thecoupling strain. As will be seen,v is important
for reproducing the nonsymmetric character of concrete behavior
and for simulating friction. Parametera is a dimensionless mate-
rial property used to control the overall Poisson’s ratio, as shown
later.

The stresssT conjugate to«T can be computed by applying to
shear components the principle of virtual power. The virtual
power computed fromsT , «̇T must be equal to that computed
from sM , «̇M , andsL , «̇L for all possible«̇M and«̇L . Therefore,
sT«̇T5sM «̇M1sL«̇L , and because«̇T5(«M «̇M1«L«̇L)/«T , we
get the relations

sM5sT

«M

«T
; sL5sT

«L

«T
(2)

Fig. 3. Elastic domain
2003
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From Eq. ~2!, recalling the definition of«T , we further obtain
sT5AsM

2 1sL
2, which represents the total shear stress.

In the same way, we can also relate the stressess andt con-
jugate to« and v to the normal and shear stresses. They mu
satisfy the principle of virtual power which, in this case, read
s«̇1tv̇5sN«̇N1sT«̇T; «̇N , «̇T . From Eq.~1!, we can compute
the time derivative of« and v, «̇5(«N«̇N1a«T«̇T)/« and v̇
5cos2 v(«T«̇N2«N«̇T)/(«T

2Aa). For «̇NÞ0, «̇T50, we have «̇
5«N«̇N /« and v̇5cos2 v«̇N /(Aa«T), and so

sN5s
«N

«
1t

cos2 v

Aa«T

(3)

For «̇TÞ0, «̇N50, we have «̇5a«T«̇T /« and v̇5
2cos2 v«N«̇N /(Aa«T

2), and so

sT5s
a«T

«
2t

cos2 v

Aa«T

«N

«T
(4)

Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4! can be used to derive the normal stresssN

and the tangential stressessM , sL from the stressess and t
conjugate to« andv, respectively.

Having defineds and t, we can now state the constitutive
relation in terms of the conjugate pairss2« andt2v instead of
sN2«N , sM2«M , and sL2«L . The constitutive relation is
given by the functionss5s~«,v! andt5t~«,v!. In this study we
assumet~«,v![0. This assumption does not reduce significant
the generality of the formulation. Both the shear and norm
stresses are still present in the connecting strut, and a numbe
useful consequences arise:
1. The material is characterized by a simple constitutive equ

tion, s5s~«,v!.
2. For t[0, and taking Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and ~4! into account, we

get

sN5s
«N

«
; sM5s

a«M

«
; sL5s

a«L

«
(5)

which relate normal and shear stresses to normal and sh
strains in a way similar to simple damage models.

3. Taking Eq.~5! into account, we can now define theeffective
stresss in terms of normal and tangential stresses;

s5AsN
2 1

sT
2

a
(6)

4. By solving ~3! and ~4! for t, we get, in general,t
5Aa«TsN2«NsT /Aa, which, for t50, becomesAa«TsN

2«NsT /Aa50 or «N /(Aa«T)5sN /(sT /Aa).
Since «N /(Aa«T) is exactly the definition of tanv, we can

also write

tanv5
sN

sT /Aa
(7)

which means that thecoupling strainv can be expressed as a
ratio of the normal and shear components of not only strain b
also stress. This is a useful result which will tremendously sim
plify the formulation of frictional behavior.

Elastic Behavior

The behavior of the material is initially elastic, i.e.,s5E«,
whereE is the effective elastic modulus of the connecting stru
on the microlevel, depending on the elastic properties of the
gregates and the matrix~cement paste or mortar!, and on the
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portions l a and l m of the length of the strut, which belong to
aggregates and matrix, respectively@Fig. 1~b!#. Assuming a series
coupling, we can writeE5 l /( l a /Ea1 l m /Em), whereEa andEm

are related to the Young’s moduli of aggregates and matrix, re-
spectively. According to Eq.~5! the elastic relations in terms of
normal stress and shear stresses may be written assN5E«N

5EN«N , sM5aE«M5ET«M , andsL5aE«L5ET«L . These re-
lations also show the physical meaning of coefficienta
(5ET /EN), which controls the Poisson ratio.

Referring to the preceding discussion of the ITZ, it should
again be noted that the compliance 1/Em must be understood as
the sum of the compliances of the portions of the strut corre-
sponding to the ITZ and the bulk of mortar or cement paste.
Knowing their separate mechanical properties and the thicknes
of the ITZ, one could in principle predict the effective value of
1/Em , but such detailed information is not available at present.

Inelastic Behavior

The inelastic behavior is formulated by exploiting the experience
with the microplane model. Based on this experience, we use the
concept of stress–strain boundary~or strain-dependent yield
limit ! introduced by Bazˇant et al. ~1996! for the microplane
model M3 and used again for microplane models M4 and M5
~Bažant et al. 2000a,b; Caner and Bazˇant 2000; Bazˇant and Caner
unpublished, 2003!. While the microplane model uses a separate
boundary for each stress–strain pair, only one boundary is intro-
duced here, imposed on the equivalent stresss. This boundary,
which characterizes both strain-softening damage and strain
hardening compressive behavior, is assumed to be a function o
the effective strain« and the coupling strainv. Since the aggre-
gates remain elastic, at least for normal concretes, the nonlinearit
arises mainly from the matrix~mortar or cement paste!. So,
strictly speaking, the boundary should depend only on the part of
strain corresponding to the matrix. Our use of the total strain is a
simplification which is, nevertheless, acceptable since the elastic
deformation of the aggregates is very small in comparison to the
linear and nonlinear deformations of the matrix. The same sim-
plification is used in the microplane model.

Without the dependence of the boundary on the coupling strain
it would be impossible to reproduce the asymmetric response o
concrete in tension and compression, and to simulate friction. At
first sight,v to represent friction may seem inadequate. However,
because of Eq.~7!, a boundary on the effective stress expressed in
terms ofv is equivalent to a curve in thesN–sT space, in which
frictional properties are characterized.

Leaving the physical justification and interpretation for the
next section, we first present the boundary equations. The effec
tive stresss must satisfy the inequality 0<s<sb(«,v) and the
boundarysb(«,v) can be expressed as

sb~«,v!5s0~v!expH K~v!

s0~v!
^«1~«,v!2«0~v!&J (8)

in which the bracketŝ •& are used in Macaulay sense:^x&
5max$x,0%.

Initial Effective Strength Function s0„v…

The initial effective strength functions0(v) has the meaning of a
strength limit for the effective stress. Because of Eq.~7!, it de-
limits in the stress space the elastic domain, which is assumed t
be a hyperbola with a cap in compression~Fig. 3! and may be
expressed ass0(v)5s01(v) for v<v0 ands0(v)5s02(v) for
v.v . Here v corresponds to the intersection of the curves
L OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER 2003 / 1443



s01(v) ands02(v) and is defined as tanv05sN0 /(sT0 /Aa) ~Fig.
3!. The valuev0 is related to the angle of internal friction of the
material, as will be clarified in the next section.

Function s01(v) describes the elastic limit for stress states
dominated by compression, and is assumed to be an ellipse in the
stress space;

sN
2 1

sT
2

b
5sc

2 (9)

Because of Eqs.~6! and ~7! we can expresssN andsT as

sN5s sinv; sT5Aas cosv (10)

If we substitute Eq.~10! into Eq. ~9! we get an expression for
s01:

s01~v!5
sc

As21ac2/b
(11)

in which we denote, for brevity,s5sinv, c5cosv.
The hyperbola defining functions02(v) in the stress space is

given by

sT5mA~sN2s t2sa!22sa
2 (12)

Upon introducing into Eq.~12! the relations~10!, we get

s02~v!5
2~s t1sa!s1A@~s t1sa!s#21@a~c/m!22s2#~s t12sa!s t

a~c/m!22s2
(13)
a

e
a

re
in which s t5microscopic tensile strength;2sc5microscopic
compressive strength; andm andsa5respectively, the slope and
the intersection of the hyperbola asymptote with thesN axis.
Further it is useful to introduce, as a material parameter, the she
strength~or cohesion! ss which is the intersection of the hyper-
bola with thesT axis. In this case,sa is no longer an independent
parameter but is to be evaluated assa50.5s t@ss

2/(ms t)
221#.

For v5v15arctan(Aa/m), the right-hand side of Eq.~13! is not
defined and Eq.~12! gives s02(v1)50.5(s t12sa)s t /@(s t

1sa)sinv1#.

Strength Decay Function«1„«,v…

The strength decay function«1(«,v) is defined as

«1~«,v!5H « for v<v0

«max for v.v0
(14)

where «max5A(max«N)21a(max«T)
2 and max«N and max«T5

the maximum normal strain and the maximum shear strain, r
spectively, that has been reached up to the current time. Note th
for monotonic loading, ifv.0 («N.0) we have max«N5«N and
max«T5«T , and then«1(«,v) coincides with the effective strain
«; if v0,v<0, we have «N<0, and then max«N50 and
max«T5«T , which implies «1(«,v)5Aa«T . Basically, «max

takes into account the irreversibility of the damage due to fractu
at the mesolevel.

Fig. 4. Initial slope of the stress–strain boundary as a function ofv
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Strain Limit Function «0„v…

The strain limit function«0(v) represents the limit of the strain
«1 at which the boundary is no longer equal tos0(v) but starts to
evolve exponentially as a function of«12«0 , given by Eq.~8!.
The evolution is hardening forv<v0 and softening forv
.v0 . We assume«0(v) to be the strain at the elastic limit,
«0(v)5s0(v)/E. For v.0 and v,v0,0 ~in which case«1

5«), the exponential evolution starts as soon as the elastic limit
is reached. However, forv0,v,0 ~in which case«15Aa«T),
the stress reaches the elastic limit while still«1,«0 , and then the
boundary exhibits a plateau before becoming exponential.

Initial Slope Function K „v…

The evolution of the boundary is governed by the initial slope
K(v), which is assumed to be~Fig. 4!

K~v!5H 1Kc2KcS v1p/2

v01p/2D nc

for v<v0

2Kt1KtS v2p/2

v02p/2D nt

for v.v0

(15)

Eq. ~15! gives rise to a behavior that is softening forv5p/2 ~pure
tension! and that is hardening forv52p/2 ~pure compression!.

Fig. 5. Response of the connecting strut in pure tension
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In between, there is a regular transition from softening to harde
ing and the behavior is perfectly plastic forv5v0 .

Constitutive Law with Shear and Confinement Effect

Let us now analyze the model just presented at the level of ea
connecting strut. For«T50 (sT50) and«N.0 ~pure tension at
the meso-level!, we haves5sN , «15max«N , «5«N , v5p/2,
K(v)52Kt , s0(v)5s t , «0(v)5« t5s t /EN , and then the
governing equations areṡN5EN«̇N , 0<sN<sb

N , and sb
N

5s t exp$2Kt^max«N2«t&/st%. In this case, the model simulates
the growth of mode I cohesive fracture between two aggregate
Even at the strut level, the fracturing damage localizes, and so,
order to preserve the correct energy dissipation~Bažant and Oh
1983!, we need to impose

E
0

`

sN~«N!d«N5Gt / l (16)

whereGt5mesoscopic fracture energy; andl5length of the cur-
rent element. From Eq.~16! one gets

Kt5
2EN

~ l cr / l 21!
(17)

where l cr52ENGt /s t
2. Assuming Em550 GPa, Ea56Em , l a

57 mm, l 527.36 mm, s t511 MPa, andGt50.15 N/mm, we
get the response shown in Fig. 5.

The foregoing relations would suffice to simulate fracture in
mode I at the mesolevel if we could reproduce the entire gran
lometric curve of the material, from the largest aggregate size
the smallest. However, because the computational time would
excessive, we are forced to limit the granulometric curve b
choosing a certain lower bound on the aggregate size simula

Fig. 6. ~a! Sieve curve and~b! mesostructure idealization
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@Fig. 6~a!#. This simplification has implications for the confine-
ment effect. If we took into account also the very small aggre-
gates located between two large aggregates, as shown in Fig. 6~b!,
the interaction between the two large aggregates in the directio
of their connecting line would change since it must depend on th
transversal confining stressesŝ normal to the connecting strut,
which are induced in the contact layer by inclined struts connect
ing the small aggregates. So, we must keep in mind that th
confinement effect depends on the chosen lowest level of discre
zation. However, to change the confinement effect significantly, i
appears that the particle size threshold would have to be de
creased by an order of magnitude~which would cause a 1,000-
fold increase in the number of particles!. This effect would not
disappear even if the finest aggregate particles were simulate
because confinement is also provided by pure cement paste. F
this reason, a pure lattice model~i.e., a truss! is impossible, even
in theory.

Aside from the fine particle connections transverse to the stru
the dependence of thesN–«N relation on ŝ is physically also
justified by the fact that the frictional pullout resistance of crack-
bridging fragments and small aggregate pieces, which is the cau
of gradual softening, depends on the confining stresses. Based
the foregoing arguments, Eq.~17! may be replaced by

Kt5
2EN

~ l cr / l 21!
f ~ ŝ !, f ~ ŝ !511â^maxŝ& (18)

in which maxŝ5maximum value of the confining transversal
stressŝ reached up to the current time; andâ5material param-
eter. Note that the present formulation for the normal componen
of stress is similar to that used in microplane model M4~Bažant
et al. 2000a!, in which an exponential softening is assumed and
the softening modulus depends on the volumetric stress, whic
includes the effect of the transversal stress. This analogy helps
figuring out the confining stressŝ for each lattice element. Let us
consider an aggregate~I! with its connections as shown in Fig. 7.
In analogy to the microplane model, we assume that the strain i
each connection is the projection of the strain tensor

«N
k 5Ni j

k « i j
I ; «M

k 5Mi j
k « i j

I ; «L
k5Li j

k « i j
I (19)

where Ni j
k 5ni

knj
k , Mi j

k 5(mi
knj

k1mj
kni

k)/2, and Li j
k 5( l i

knj
k

1 l j
kni

k)/2; ni5components of the unit vector in the direction of
the current connecting strut andl i , mi5components of two arbi-

Fig. 7. Aggregate particle connections
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trarily chosen orthogonal unit vectors lying on a plane orthogona
to the strut~Bažant and Prat 1988!.

The stress tensor can be computed by using the principle
virtual power, which requires that the power produced by th
stresses acting in the connections equals the power produced
the stress tensor:

s i j
I «̇ i j

I (
k51

NI

Vk5(
k51

NI

Vk~sN
k «̇N

k 1sM
k «̇M

k 1sL
k «̇L

k ! (20)

whereNI5number of connections of the current aggregate~I in
Fig. 7!. By using Eqs.~19! and ~20! we get

s i j
I 5

(k51
NI Vk~sN

k Ni j
k 1sM

k Mi j
k 1sL

kLi j
k !

(k51
NI Vk

(21)

Eq. ~21! is usable only if at least two connecting struts emanat
from each particle center~node!, but this condition is satisfied for
any lattice coming from Delaunay triangulation in which each
particle is a vertex of a tetrahedron. The stress tensor in ea
connection can be computed by a linear interpolation of the stre
tensors computed for the connected nodess i j 5( l 2s i j

1 1 l 1s i j
2 )/ l .

The components of the stress tensors i j refer to a global sys-
tem of reference. The stress components in the current eleme
local system can be computed assab* 5s i j Pa j Pb i wherePi j is a
transformation tensor whose components are the components
the unit vectors of the local system of reference. If we assume th
directionx coincides with the direction of the elements, then the
confining stress may be defined as the mean transversal norm
stress,ŝ5(syy* 1szz* )/2.

The response in pure shear at the mesolevel is provided by t
model once we assume«N50 (sN50) and«T.0. In this case
we haves5sT /Aa, «15Aa max«T , «5Aa«T , v50, K(v)5
2Ks /a, where Ks5aKt@12$1/(122v0 /p)%nt#, s0(v)
5ss /Aa, «0(v)5Aa«s5ss /(ENAa), and then the governing
equations are ṡT5ET«̇T , 0<sT<sb

T , and sb
T

5ss exp$2Kŝ max«T2«s&/ss% in which ET5aEN . Assuming the
same parameters as used in the previous analysis andss52s t ,
a50.25, andnt52, we get the response shown in Fig. 8. This
response reproduces fracture in mode II at the mesolevel. Th
response will also depend on the confining stressŝ because the
shear softening modulusKs is proportional toKt which, in turn,
depends onŝ.

Note that, for pure shear, the model exhibits no deformation i
the direction normal to the shear stress, and thus the phenomen

Fig. 8. Response of the connecting strut in pure shear
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of shear dilatancy does not exist at the mesolevel. Nevertheless
the macrolevel, shearing of a crack passing through the lattic
will exhibit dilatancy because the crack cannot be plane but mu
contain interlocking segments of different slopes. Since the enti
sieve curve cannot be simulated, a certain dilatancy at the level
constitutive relation may be caused by interlocking of very sma
aggregates not included in the analysis. However, no dilatancy
incorporated into the present constitutive relation since the majo
source of concrete dilatancy is known to be the coarse aggrega

The mesoscale parameters must be expected to depend at le
to some extent on the threshold at which the sieve curve is term
nated. However, characterizing this effect would require extensiv
simulations which are beyond the scope of this paper. Neverth
less, based on very limited computational experience, it seem
that a significant change in response is obtained only by an orde
of-magnitude decrease in the threshold, which would cause abo
a thousand-fold increase in the computational demands.

The ITZ between the aggregates and the cement paste is n
simulated directly, as already explained. In keeping with the se
ries coupling hypothesis which allows summing of the elastic
compliances, all of inelastic behavior of the ITZ and the bulk o
mortar or cement paste is lumped into the constitutive law of th
connecting struts between aggregates. The series coupling h
pothesis could, in principle, be used to consider the effect o
differences in volume fraction of ITZ in cement mortar, but in
view of insufficient data this would be mere speculation a
present.

Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! represent the response of the model to the
loading paths0A and0B shown in Fig. 3~with m50.2!. Path0A
is a radial path in tension and shear, the response is softening a
stresses go asymptotically to zero. Path0A is a radial path as well

Fig. 9. Response of the connecting strut:~a! tension and shear and
~b! shear and low compression
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ites.’’ J. Eng. Mech.,116~8!, 1686–1705.
but now shear stress is coupled with a compressive stress.
response is softening but both the peak load and the softe
modulus are higher than before.

Let us now consider the case of pure compression at the
solevel. The phenomena to be reproduced are the crushin
cement paste in compression, which causes a deviation from
earity with a progressive yielding of the material, and the sub
quent closure and collapse of pores, which leads to an increas
the hardening modulus. By assuming«T50 (sT50)
and «N,0, we have s5usNu, «15«5u«Nu, v52p/2,
K(v)5Kc , s0(v)5sc , «0(v)5«c5sc /EN , and then the
governing equations areṡN5EN«̇N , sb

N<sN<0, and sb
N

52sc exp$Kc^2«N2«c&/sc%. The computed response, assumin
sc515s t and Kc50.2Em , is shown in Fig. 10~a!. Once, again,
we note that the resulting mathematical formulation appears s
lar to that of microplane models M4 and M5~Bažant et al.
2000a,b; Bazˇant and Caner, unpublished, 2003!, in which the
crushing and pore collapse are modeled by an exponential bo
ary on the volumetric component.

Fig. 10~b! shows the response of the model~with nc52, b51!
to the loading path0C represented in Fig. 3. In contrast to load
ing path0B considered before, we now deal with shear at hi
compressive stress, followed by hardening for both compone

Finally, we analyze the response to the loading path in shea
constant compressive stress, shown in Fig. 11~a!. First the normal
stress increases in compression without shear@0A in Fig. 11~a!#,
and then the shear strain is increased@ABC in Fig. 11~a!# while
the normal stress is kept constant (sN5s̄N). The behavior of the
material is elastic until the stress state reaches the elastic do
~point B!. Afterwards the behavior is softening, but the she
stress does not go to zero; it tends asymptotically to the va

Fig. 10. Response of the connecting strut:~a! pure compression and
~b! shear and high compression
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(Aa/tanv0)us̄Nu, which represents the frictional limit. In other
words, the angle of internal friction displayed by the model is
w f r5arctan(Aa/tanv0). Fig. 11~b! shows the model response for
different values ofs̄N .

Closing Comment

The material model that has been formulated has various attrac
tive features, which need to be verified in numerical simulations.
This task, along with the formulation of conclusions, is relegated
to the second part of this study, which follows.
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